
19.0476.02000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

02/05/2019

Amendment to: Engrossed HB 1063

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

see attached

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

see attached

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.



Name: John Halvorson

Agency: WSI

Telephone: 328-6016

Date Prepared: 02/05/2019



 

WORKFORCE SAFETY & INSURANCE 

 2019 LEGISLATION 
SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL INFORMATION 

 

 

BILL NO: Engrossed HB 1063 

 

BILL DESCRIPTION: Duration/Dosing Limits for Certain Drug Therapies 

 

SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL INFORMATION: Workforce Safety & Insurance, together with its 

consulting actuaries, The Burkhalter Group, has reviewed the legislation proposed in this bill in conformance 

with Section 54-03-25 of the North Dakota Century Code. 

 

The engrossed legislation establishes duration limits and maximum payable dosing limits for opioid therapies; 

establishes duration limits for benzodiazepines; and outlines a dispute resolution process for requests to depart 

from the limits proposed. 

 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: To the extent there are improved return-to-work and medical outcomes resulting from the 

duration/dosing limitations for the identified drug therapies, there would be anticipated cost reductions which 

would be reflected in subsequent premium rate levels. 

 

DATE: February 5, 2019 

 



19.0476.01000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

12/21/2018

Bill/Resolution No.: HB 1063

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

see attached

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

see attached

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.



Name: John Halvorson

Agency: WSI

Telephone: 328-6016

Date Prepared: 12/21/2018



 

WORKFORCE SAFETY & INSURANCE 

 2019 LEGISLATION 
SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL INFORMATION 

 

 

BILL NO: HB 1063 

 

BILL DESCRIPTION: Duration/Dosing Limits for Certain Drug Therapies 

 

SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL INFORMATION: Workforce Safety & Insurance, together with its 

consulting actuaries, The Burkhalter Group, has reviewed the legislation proposed in this bill in conformance 

with Section 54-03-25 of the North Dakota Century Code. 

 

The proposed legislation establishes duration limits and maximum payable dosing limits for opioid therapies; 

establishes duration limits for benzodiazepines and muscle relaxants; and outlines a dispute resolution process 

for requests to depart from the limits proposed. 

 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: To the extent there are improved return-to-work and medical outcomes resulting from the 

duration/dosing limitations for the identified drug therapies, there would be anticipated cost reductions which 

would be reflected in subsequent premium rate levels. 

 

DATE: December 21, 2018 
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2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
Peace Garden Room, State Capitol 

 

HB 1063 
1/22/2019 

Job #31166 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk:  Ellen LeTang by ReMae Kuehn 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Duration limits for opioid therapy, benzodiazepine & muscle relaxants. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments 1-6 

 
Vice Chairman Lefor: Opens the hearing on HB 1063. 
 
Chairman Keiser, Sponsor:  Introduces HB 1063.  This bill follows the best practices in the 
use of opioids.  Workforce Safety deals with significant injuries.  43% of opioid addiction 
starts with back pain.  This bill is trying to follow the best practices.  Opioid therapy is available 
up to 30 days.  Then a new prescription is required. After a certain time period opioids are 
not beneficial.  There are some exceptions located on page 1, items 1-7.  On page 2, lines 
6-8 there may be an amendment proposed by WSI.  The bill provides an appropriate strategy 
for treating pain management for injured workers. 
 
Rep C Johnson:  The initial outpatient prescription is for seven days at a time and not to 
exceed a 30-day time limit? 
 
Chairman Keiser:  That is what this bill says. I believe that we need to manage it with the 
treating physician.  We have many injured workers who are going to be on opioids for the 
rest of their life. 
 
Rep Laning:  Are there any studies that show when you start to develop an opioid 
dependency? 
 
Chairman Keiser:  I’m not familiar with any. 
 
Rep Schauer:  Is the state playing doctor?   
 
Chairman Keiser:  This is a managed care program.  This is like the Sanford Health Plan 
for state employees with the same limitations. 
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Rep Richter:  When you receive a second prescription, are you required to turn in your first 
prescription. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  No.  Since then we have implemented several programs such as 
registering so other prescribers know. 
 
Tim Wahlin~Workforce Safety & Insurance (WSI):  Attachment 1. 
 
(20:35) 
Rep M Nelson:  This looks like it is based on the Center for Disease Control guidelines.   Are 
you aware that the CDC came out and said the guidelines are not to be used this way? 
 
Tim Wahlin:  Yes.  That is one of the sources that Sedgwick used in making the 
recommendations. 
 
Rep M Nelson:    Does Sedgwick include medical providers and experts or are they just a 
group of accountants that do audits? 
 
Tim Wahlin:  The reason they are chosen is because they have expertise in the industry of 
Worker’s Compensation. 
 
Rep Laning:  Have you seen any reports on when opioid dependency begins? 
 
Tim Wahlin:  Two sessions ago we put in a long-term opioid therapy statute which drew the 
line at 90 days of opioid use.  During the discussion for this bill one of the physicians pointed 
out that opioid therapies extending beyond 30 days has a 65% chance that the patient will 
never get off of opioids.  How you define habituation?  You are not going to get a solid answer. 
 
Rep P Anderson:  Does this have to be in statute or could it be part of your managed care 
protocol? 
 
Tim Wahlin:  There is an argument that we could build administrative rules to encompass 
portions of this.  The danger in doing that is that WSI is making rules which will affect patient 
care, which will affect injured worker care in an area that does not get the debate we are 
having here. 
 
Rep M Nelson:  Are you familiar with the HHS (Health and Human Services) guidelines for 
pain management. They say that this is not the way to do things. Have you looked at that?  
 
Tim Wahlin:  No. 
 
Arik Spencer, Greater North Dakota Chamber:  We are here to support the bill because it 
allows WSI to comply with their performance audit. 
 
(25:20) 
Mylynn Tuftee~MBA, MSIM, RN & the State Health Officer:  Attachment 2. 
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Rep M Nelson:  Are you familiar with the new HHS guidelines for pain management? 
 
Mylynn Tuftee:  No, I am not. 
 
(29:00) 
Andrew Frobig~Jail Administrator-Cass County Sheriff’s Office:  Attachment 3. 
 
(31:00) 
Rep Adams:  When an individual leaves jail, does the prescription go with them? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  Currently, we do send the remaining prescriptions upon release.  We do 
have the ability to retain the excess and dispose of properly. 
 
Vice Chairman Lefor:  Aren’t you concerned about the addiction to the drugs by inmates? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  I am concerned about the person already seeing an occupational doctor.   
It would be difficult to take the person to the doctor every seven days for a refill. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Do you have a consulting physician on staff? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  Yes. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Why couldn’t they extend the prescription or write a new script? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  I don’t see that would be an issue if it’s work related. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  WSI has two issues with opioids.  One is that currently you can be 
prescribed a lot of opioids and then the injured worker would sell them on the street.  Do you 
have any information on the number in jail that are injured workers who were picked up for 
selling drugs? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  I don’t.  We don’t keep data on the underlying issues. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  When they go on the street and sell it, then other therapies don’t work 
very well.  Have you seen any of that? 
 
Andrew Frobig:  It’s not uncommon   Our doctors will make a decision to discontinue a 
treatment. 
 
Opposition: 
 
(37:38) 
Dr Michael Booth~MD PhD FACS-On behalf of the ND Medical Association:   
Attachment 4 & 5 
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(47:40) 
Rep M Nelson:  Have you heard of patients getting their medications cutoff and then turning 
to street drugs? 
 
Dr Booth:  Yes. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Have you heard of patients placed on these drugs and then turning to 
street drugs? 
 
Dr Booth:  Yes.  The bigger problem is these drugs historically were used too much in place 
of proper therapy. 
 
Rep Kasper:  What about the effect of long term with low dosage. 
 
Dr Booth:  Addiction is more likely with long term usage.  Everyone is different. 
 
Rep Kasper:  I read a report that physicians in the Burleigh County area were prescribing 
opioids at a higher rate than around the state.  Is it because of WSI in Bismarck? 
 
Dr Booth:  During the course of the oil boom we had more injured patients.  I am not in a 
position to provide an analysis.  The doctors that specialize in chronic pain are prescribing 
more. The articles are not really helpful. 
 
Rep Kasper:  In your opinion, is WSI easy to deal with as their caseworkers have to approve 
or disapprove the prescription. 
 
Dr Booth:  I handle a half dozen WSI cases per year.  I’ve seen things that I think are 
intrusive.  Their reputation in the medical community is that they are difficult to work with. 
 
Rep Schauer:  You said times have changed and we don’t need the law.  Is it your opinion 
that we are no longer in an opioid crisis? 
 
Dr Booth:  The crisis is not resolved.  I think we are starting to win the battle with prescription 
drugs; but it will really never go away.  
 
Rep Schauer:  Who created this problem of the opioid addiction?  Who is responsible? 
 
Dr Booth:  We all share the responsibility. 
 
Waylon Hedegaard~President of the ND AFL-CIO:  Attachment 6. 
 
(59:15) 
Vice Chairman Lefor:  Is it a requirement to get a refill that you have to physically see the 
doctor?  Or can you call it in? 
 
Waylon Hedegaard:  I don’t know the answer. 
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Chairman Keiser:  Physicians weren’t excited about us engaging in the PDMP (Prescription 
Drug Monitoring Program).  Yet the legislature did get involved.  We still don’t have a perfect 
level of reporting.  But the PDMP has helped reduce the abuse of opioids in our state.  We 
had so much pushback.  Today it is heralded as one of the best things we did. 
 
Waylon Hedegaard:  This doesn’t seem like the scientific solution that is needed from the 
medical community.  How does the medical representative on the WSI board feel about this? 
 
Chairman Keiser:  We met with them and the physician in charge of occupational medicine 
at Sanford.  The member of the board was adamant about the muscular drug.  The other 
physician agreed.   
 
Rep Schauer:  I am disappointed with the position the AFL-CIO is taking.  This is an effort 
to help workers.   
 
Waylon Hedegaard:  It is difficult to get into a doctor in a rural area.  I know the pain people 
go through when they can’t get their prescription filled.  I want to weigh those two things 
together.  I want this resolved. 
 
(1:06:15) 
Chris Nolden~Private Citizen:  In 2007 he had major surgery with multiple pins and was 
given fentanyl.  
 
You asked how long does it take to be an addict?  You get varying answers anywhere from 
immediately to over a period of time.  The longer a person is on the substance the more likely 
they are to be addicted.  My answer is you can you be addicted on the 1st day.   
 
I’m giving you a private citizen’s testimony and I’m addicted.  (Described about his experience 
from his injury.)  The drugs almost killed me. 
 
Please solve this.  But this bill isn’t the answer.   We have a program that addresses this 
issue.  It is the medical marijuana program.    
 
Rep Ruby:   I know what you are going through, but I support the bill because of what you 
are telling us.  Limiting the number of days will help to prevent this addiction.  Sounds like 
that you had a better solution to your pain? 
 
Chris Nolden:  I disagree coming at this problem this way.  It appeals to the black market.  
The fentanyl is not coming from just the pharmacies but across the oceans. 
 
Neutral:  None 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Closed the hearing 
 
Rep Ruby:  Moved the amendment submitted by WSI. 
 
Rep Schauer:  Seconded the motion 
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Voice Vote taken.  Motion carried. 
 
Rep Kasper:  Moved Do Not Pass as amended. 
 
Rep Nelson:  Seconded the motion 
 
Rep Ruby:  I am not going to support that motion.    We need more time to look into the 
issue.  We can’t control the black market. We need oversight for these medications. 
 
Rep Nelson:  The CDC said their guidelines are not to be used this way.  The American 
Medical Association and Health and Human Services said these guidelines are not to be 
used this way.  The physician and patient have no choice.  This doesn’t leave the flexibility 
that a physician needs.  If we wanted to be serious about pain management, we would put 
aqua therapy in every city in the state.  This is supposed to be a guideline for physicians not 
a hard cap put on by the law.  You are putting the burden of addiction on pain patients. 
 
     
Rep Kasper:  Everything in this bill is well intentioned, but the people at WSI are not doctors.  
Giving WSI this type of power when they are not medical practitioners is wrong.  We need to 
kill this bill or amend it to make it a policy not a directive. 
 
Rep Schauer:  I will be voting “no” against this.  We have to do something if it’s truly a 
problem.  
 
Rep Kasper:  It may have been a crisis.  Statistics and data show that the medical community 
is onboard with solving the issue.  I still stand by my statement.  This bill is going too far.   
 
Chairman Keiser:  Anyone with major injuries, these limitations do not apply to in-hospital 
or emergency room.  It says that the physician has to be proactive to extend the limit on the 
number of days.  We don’t say you can’t do it.  You have to have some consultation to control 
costs.  We now have injured workers that will be on opioids for life.  WSI approves that and 
pays for it.  I do think there is merit to the bill. 
 
Rep Kasper:  I think this will increase costs to the WSI.  A 7-day supply with 4 refills will cost 
more than a 14-day or 30-day supply. 
 
A Roll Call vote was taken:  Yes  _6_, No __6__, Absent __2__. 
 
Do Not Pass as amended fails due to a tie. 
 
Rep Kasper:  I would like to hold the bill until we have full committee. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  We will hold the bill. 



2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
Peace Garden Room, State Capitol 

HB 1063 
2/4/2019 

32064 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk:  Ellen LeTang 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Duration limits for opioid therapy, benzodiazepine & muscle relaxants. 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Keiser:  Reopens the hearing on HB 1063.  This is the WSI opioid bill. WSI is 
requesting the limited duration script & dosage.  If came out with a 6, 6 tie. 
 
Rep D Ruby:  Moves a Do Pass as Amended. 
 
Vice Chairman Lefor:  Second. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Further discussion? 
 
Rep P Anderson:  I can’t support that motion.  Eighteen months are some of the changes in 
therapy.  I remember a doctor who said that he was opposed to it to.  WSI has a very robust 
case management.  I don’t know how many time in past sessions, we do not mandate 
medical.  This is a mandate of medical. 
 
Rep M Nelson:  This is roughly based on the CDC guidelines.  The CDC has come out & 
said not to use the guidelines this way.  The American Medical Association pasted a 
resolution saying “don’t use the guidelines this way”.  This is not individualized therapy.  This 
is hard    caps in the law on something that’s really needs to be individualized.  Most people 
will fit in the guidelines but some people don’t.  It’s really a mistake, this isn’t bringing up our 
pain management of what we know today.  I know some people want to do something about 
the opioid epidemic, but this is the wrong thing.  What happens is death rates go up because 
they are going to street drugs.  I’m going to resist the motion. 
 
Rep D Ruby:  I don’t see this as a hard cap.  This is basically requiring that they come back 
every 30 days.  This is good for the person who is on the medication to work towards different 
medications as their recovery progresses.  There is a lot of limit exemptions in this that will 
not be a requirement.  Having that ongoing connections with the physician is a positive thing.  
I’m going to support. 
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Chairman Keiser:  There are exceptions in the bill.  Despite, we do manage health care in 
workers comp.  If we go to 60 days, the physician is required to come back & document why 
we should be going.  Rep M Nelson is correct; we have some people who are addict & they 
will be addicts forever.   
 
I don’t know why these other groups are opposing it.  Only thing I can think of is that they 
don’t like legislature dictating anything in medicine.  Many states have adopted this.  Pull out 
your Sanford health plan, this is in there for you.  I don’t understand you, Sanford is doing it 
for you, not for WSI to manage it. 
  
I’m going to support the motion. 
 
Roll call was taken for a Do Pass as Amended on HB 1063 with 9 yes, 5 no, 0 absent & 
Vice Chairman Lefor is the carrier. 
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